
20% off P&P Hardcover Bestsellers and all Event Titles for 
Members throughout November / December 2011

November / December 2011
Saturday, November 19, 3:30 – 4:30 p.m. 
David Elfin & Art Monk
Washington Redskins: The Complete 
Illustrated History
(MVP, $30)
This is a book signing only.  No talk or Q&A.

Elfin’s fifth book on the Redskins looks back to 1932, when 
the then-Boston Braves entered the NFL. That team became the Redskins when 
they moved to Washington in 1937; they won the championship that year and 
again in 1942. Covering nearly 80 seasons, this is the essential book for the 
Redskins fan.  Hail!  Authors will sign books only, no memorabilia.

Saturday, November 19, 6 p.m.
Ann Blackman
Off To Save The World
(Maine Authors Publishing, $14.95)
Blackman’s fourth biography focuses on Julia Taft, one 
of this country’s top humanitarian relief experts. From direct-
ing the task force that managed the resettlement of refugees 
from Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia to her humanitarian mis-
sions during the Ethiopian famine, Bangladesh flooding, and 

the Kosovo crisis, Taft steered U.S. responses to natural and man-made disasters 
around the world, becoming a legend in her field.

Sunday, November 20, 5 p.m.
Daniel R. Green
The Valley’s Edge  
(Potomac, $29.95)
When Green spent 2005-06 in the southern Afghan 

province of Uruzgan as a State Department political adviser, 
he found that U.S. strategy to oust the Taliban faced problems 
that ranged from unrealistic expectations and unfamiliarity with 
Afghan culture to lack of resources. Revisiting the area in 2009-
10, he noted improvement but shows that changes are needed if American policy 
is to succeed.

Monday, November 21, 7 p.m.
Eliot A. Cohen
Conquered Into Liberty  
(Free Press, $30)
Native Americans knew the 200 miles running through 
the Champlain Valley between Albany and Montreal as the 
Great Warpath. This contested area is at the center of Cohen’s 
history, and he chronicles ten battles and nearly two centuries 
of strife among the British, French, Native Americans and, 
later, the Canadians and Americans. The author of Supreme 

Command, Eliot shows how combat against Canada shaped later U.S. military 
practice.

Tuesday, November 22, 7 p.m.
Charles J. Shields
And So It Goes: Kurt Vonnegut: A Life  
(Holt, $30)
As the first authorized biographer of the inimitable 

Kurt Vonnegut, Shields, author of an acclaimed life of Harper 
Lee, had the full cooperation of his subject and spent many 
hours with him in the year before Vonnegut’s death. Drawing 
on these interviews as well as on conversations with Vonnegut’s 
family and friends, Shields has constructed both a vivid narrative of Vonnegut’s 
experiences and an illuminating analysis of his fiction. 

Wednesday, November 23 – Sunday, November 27
Thanksgiving 

Monday, November 28, 7 p.m. 
Robert K. Massie
Catherine The Great  
(Random House, $35)
With award-winning biographies of Peter the Great, 
Nicholas and Alexandra, and the Romanovs already under his 
belt, Massie is a natural to tell the story of Catherine (1729-
1796). And it’s a remarkable story: born to a minor noble family 
in Germany, she was only fourteen when she came to Russia, 

but she quickly put into practice what she learned from her wide reading and 
correspondence with leading European thinkers, ruling firmly and gloriously for 
34 years.

Tuesday, November 29, 7 p.m.
Chris Matthews
Jack Kennedy  
(Simon & Schuster, $27.50) 
The highlights of JFK’s life are well known. In his 

recounting of Kennedy’s family life, his PT boat rescue, his 
stellar rise in politics, Matthews draws on interviews with 
Kennedy’s associates, oral histories, and a range of other docu-
ments to show how Kennedy really felt about the issues and 
events of his day, from the Peace Corps to civil rights to the 
race to put a man on the moon

Wednesday, November 30, 4:30 pm
Jack Bishop
The Cook’s Illustrated Cookbook  
(America’s Test Kitchen, $40)
Bishop, Cook’s Illustrated editorial director, will discuss the 
latest cookbook from the most trusted food magazine in 
America. This edition features meticulously researched and fool- 
proof recipes as well as groundbreaking tips for everyone, from 

the novice to the experienced chef.

Wednesday, November 30, 7 p.m.
Ann Beattie
Mrs. Nixon: A Novelist Imagines A Life
(Scribner, $26)
Unlike many recent first ladies, Pat Nixon did not 

write a memoir. Now Beattie, the accomplished novelist and 
short-story master, has come up with one for her. In this genre-
stretching narrative, Beattie combines the public record of the 
woman in the respectable Republican cloth coat with reminis-
cences by those who knew her and adds a dash of imagination, capturing the 
elusive Mrs. Nixon and her thoughts about Dick, Henry, and Chairman Mao. 

Thursday, December 1, 7 p.m. 
Walter Isaacson
Steve Jobs  
(Simon & Schuster, $35)
To his string of bestselling biographies of Einstein, Benjamin 
Franklin, Kissinger, and others, Isaacson now adds the life story 
of Steve Jobs. Written with the cooperation of its subject, this 
profile of the inventor, entrepreneur, leader, and visionary, offers 
a detailed profile of a man as imaginative as he was fiercely 
perfectionist. 

Thursday, December 2-4 
Holiday Member Sale 

Monday, December 5, 7 p.m.
Henry Louis Gates
Life Upon These Shores  
(Knopf, $50)
The latest work from the distinguished professor, 

scholar, and prolific writer recounts the long, rich saga of 
African-American experience in North America. Covering five 
centuries, this history makes no single argument but lets the 
sheer diversity of events, achievements, tragedies, and people speak for itself. 
Gates’s narrative is accompanied by a veritable treasury of images, from ancient 
maps to cartoons, posters, and photographs.

Tuesday, December 6, 7 p.m.
Katrina vanden Heuvel
The Change I Believe In  
(Nation Books, $16.99)
In her collected commentaries on the Obama presi-
dency, The Nation editor and publisher reaffirms her 
hopes and expectations for the 44th Chief Executive. Vanden 
Heuvel argues that progressive goals will be reached only by the 
ongoing work of independent organizing, strategic creativity, 

bold ideas, and determined idealism. 

Wednesday, December 7, 7 p.m.
Daniel Kahneman
Thinking, Fast And Slow 
(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $30) Audio
Kahneman won the 2002 Nobel Prize in Economic 

Sciences for his work on decision-making and has pioneered the 
field of behavioral economics. His new book presents thinking 
as a combination of the mind’s two systems, one fast, intuitive, 
and emotional; the other slower, deliberative, and logical. Each 
has its strengths and weaknesses. 

Thursday, December 8, 7 p.m.
John Lewis Gaddis
George F. Kennan 
(Penguin Press, $39.95)
In this magisterial biography begun some 30 years 
ago, Gaddis, the great historian of the Cold War era, 
draws on Kennan’s diaries and on interviews conducted late in 
the diplomat’s life to give the fullest account to date of the man 
who formulated the containment policy. 

Thursday, November 10, 8 p.m.
Avalon Theatre
Joan Didion
Blue Nights 
(Knopf, $25) 
Didion’s spare yet richly stylized prose made The Year of Magical 
Thinking a haunting chronicle of grief and love. Her new 
memoir returns to these themes, this time to chronicle the loss 
of her daughter. As Didion remembers the young woman’s life, 

she also looks back on her own, meditating on parenthood, aging, and identity. 
Didion will be in conversation with NPR’s Susan Stanberg.
This event will take place at the Avalon Theatre and is ticketed. Contact P&P for details.

Friday, November 11, 7 p.m.
Jim Newton
Eisenhower  
(Doubleday, $29.95) 
Newton’s account of Eisenhower’s administration 

debunks the notion that the 34th president presided genially 
over bland times. Drawing on recently discovered and newly 
declassified documents, the long-time journalist and biogra-
pher of Earl Warren shows that Eisenhower took aggressive 
action on many fronts, from overseeing the new national 
highway system to putting the economy into the black to turning McCarthyism 
into “McCarthywasm.”

Saturday, November 12, 1 p.m.
Nada Prouty
Uncompromised 
(Palgrave Macmillan, $26)
Before being accused of passing secrets to Hezbollah 
(and being dubbed “Jihad Jane” by the New York Post), Prouty, 
a Lebanese-born naturalized American, had a sterling record as 
an undercover agent with the CIA. Then, as she recounts in her 
memoir, 9/11 led to anti-Arab sentiment. Eventually exoner-

ated, Prouty nonetheless lost her job and her citizenship.
 

Saturday, November 12, 3:30 p.m.
William S. Cohen
Blink Of An Eye 
(Forge, $24.99)

In the second thriller by the former Secretary of Defense and 
author of Dragon Fire, an atomic bomb has just destroyed a 
major American city. The national security advisor is charged 
with identifying the attackers, but although evidence seems to 
point in one direction, a surprise discovery changes the whole 
situation…

Saturday, November 12, 6 p.m.
Michael Dirda
On Conan Doyle 
(Princeton Univ., $19.95)
With the heartfelt erudition familiar to readers of his 
blog and his Washington Post columns, the Pulitzer Prize-winning 
critic offers a spirited account of Doyle’s life and work. Best 
known now as the creator of Sherlock Holmes, Doyle was also a 
master of the supernatural story and a pioneer of science fiction. 
He wrote historical novels, essays, and memoirs; dabbled in tracts 

on spiritualism; and spoke out on social causes from imperialism and racism to 
more liberal divorce laws.

Sunday, November 13, 1 p.m.
Faye Moskowitz
And The Bridge Is Love  
(Feminist Press at CUNY, $12.95)
Originally published in 1991 and now back in print, 

Moskowitz’s collection of personal essays is as fresh as ever. The 
author of A Leak in the Heart, Life Stories, and other works 
of both fiction and nonfiction, Moskowitz teaches creative 
writing and Jewish American literature at George Washington 
University

Sunday, November 13, 5 p.m.
Gershom Gorenberg
The Unmaking Of Israel 
(HarperCollins, $25.99)
In his assessment of contemporary Israel, Gorenberg, 
senior correspondent for The American Prospect and author of 
The Accidental Empire, argues that the country is undermining 
its own ideals. To return to the potential the nation had in the 
beginning, he urges that Israel end the occupation, separate 
state from religion, and create a new civil Israeli identity for 
both Jews and Arabs.

Monday, November 14, 7 p.m.
Sir Max Hastings
Inferno 
(Knopf, $35)

In Armageddon, Overlord, Retribution, Winston’s War, and 
other military histories, Hastings has given thorough and 
insightful looks at various aspects of World War II. In his 
new study, he delivers a comprehensive overview of the entire 
war, from the experiences of combatants and civilians in 
Europe and Asia to military and political strategy. 

Tuesday, November 15, 7 p.m. 
The Unquiet American 
Richard Holbrooke 
(PublicAffairs, $29.99)
Panel discussion with Kati Marton and the book’s editors, Derek 
Cholle and Samantha Power
The late Richard Holbrooke was involved in most of the major 
foreign policy challenges of the last fifty years, from foreignservice 
in Vietnam during the 1960s and directing the Peace Corps in 

Morocco in 1970 to serving as Assistant Secretary of State for Asia (1977-81) and 
then Europe (1994-96). This collection of the diplomat’s writings and the remi-
niscences and assessments of those who knew and worked with him pays tribute 
to one of the towering figures of recent world history.

Wednesday, November 16, 7 p.m.
Sixth and I Synagogue
Michael Ondaatje
The Cat’s Table 
(Knopf, $26) 

Set on a ship bound from Colombo to England in the 1950s, 
the haunting new novel by the Booker Prize-winning author 
of The English Patient is the coming-of-age story of an eleven-
year-old boy. Finding unlikely tutors on jazz, literature, and 
women among his fellow passengers, the boy also glimpses things he doesn’t 
understand, from a mysterious shackled man to the elusive Miss Lasqueti.
This event will take place at the Sixth & I Synagogue and is ticketed.  Contact P&P 
for details.

Wednesday, November 16, 8 p.m.
Claire Tomalin
Charles Dickens: A Life  
(Penguin Press, $36)
Any account of Dickens is more a lives than a life; 
he was a journalist, actor, performer, and social reformer in 
addition to being a novelist. He was also the father of ten, 
and despite his advocacy on behalf of orphans and widows, he 
didn’t always treat his own family very well. Tomalin, award-
wining novelist and biographer, charts Dickens’s career book by 

book and child by child, focusing as much on his domestic life as on his public 
persona.

Thursday, November 17, 7 p.m.
Annie Leibovitz
Pilgrimage 
(Random House, $50)
This is a book signing only.  No talk or Q&A.

In her new collection, Leibovitz pays homage to the places 
that have nurtured some of the iconic figures in the arts. Off-
duty from magazine assignments, she lets her camera roam the 
New England landscapes of Dickinson, Emerson, and Thoreau; captures images 
of the studios of Matthew Brady and Julia Margaret Cameron; and follows in the 
footsteps of Ansel Adams in the Yosemite Valley and Georgia O’Keeffe in New 
Mexico. Author will sign books only, no memorabilia.

Friday, November 18, 7 p.m.
Adam Gopnik
The Table Comes First 
(Knopf, $25.95)
Eat to live or live to eat? Or, as the eloquent New Yorker essayist 
shows in this consideration of current attitudes about food, notice 
how central the dinner table is to ethnic and religious traditions, 
family life, and romance. Gopnik approaches his subject by way 
of 18th-century France, when restaurants as we know them devel-
oped. He goes on to sample related topics such as eating local, 

wine, and dessert.

Saturday, November 19, 1 p.m.
Gail D. Spilsbury
A Washington Sketchbook: Drawings by 
Robert L. Dickinson, 1917-1918  
(Chesapeake, $30)

The author of New York Walk Book, Dickinson planned a 
similar volume of landscape sketches for the Washington 
area. Working in D.C. for a year, he left the project unfin-
ished; the artwork languished in the Library of Congress 
from his death in 1950 until his grandsons rediscovered it sixty years later. 
Spilsbury, author of Rock Creek Park and founder of Bergamot Books, specializing 
in works on D.C., will introduce Dickinson’s beautiful legacy. 

Tuesday, November 1, 1 - 2 p.m.
Harry Belafonte
My Song 
(Knopf, $30.50)  
This is a book signing only.  No talk or Q&A.

One of the great entertainers of our time, Belafonte has also been 
an outspoken voice for civil rights. In his powerful memoir the 
actor, singer, and activist recounts his early years of poverty in 
Harlem and Jamaica, his encounters with racism in the Navy 
during World War II, and his many friendships with leaders including Martin 
Luther King, Jr., and the Kennedys. Author will sign books only, no memorabilia.

Tuesday, November 1, 7 p.m.
Peter Sís
The Conference Of The Birds 
(Penguin Press, $27.95)
In this 12th-century Sufi epic, a diverse flock of birds embarks 
on a quest for their true king, passing through the valleys of 
love, understanding, unity, amazement, and death. This time-
less allegory of human aspiration finds a perfect partner in Sís, 

renowned and award-winning illustrator, author, and filmmaker.

Wednesday, November 2, 7 p.m. 
Simon Sebag Montefiore
Jerusalem 
(Knopf, $35)
A sacred and contested place from time immemorial, 

Jerusalem is believed to be the center of the world, the setting 
for the Apocalypse, and the only city with a dual existence on 
Earth and in heaven. Montefiore, biographer of the mature 
and the young Stalin, tells the life story of this city through its 
myriad faiths and wars, its conquerors and leaders, and through 
the experiences of ordinary people who have made it home.

Thursday, November 3, 7 p.m. 
Tom Brokaw
The Time Of Our Lives 
(Random House, $26)
Is the American Dream still viable in the 21st centu-
ry? The award-winning NBC journalist and spokesman for The 
Greatest Generation profiles some of the country’s most innova-
tive community leaders to assess how the nation has changed in 
recent decades and where we may be headed now.

Friday, November 4, 7 p.m.
Steven Naifeh &  
Gregory White Smith 
Van Gogh 
(Random House, $40)

The authors of the Pulitzer Prize-winning Jackson Pollock: 
An American Saga are the first in some seventy years to 
write a full biography of the Dutch modernist master. With 
the support of the Van Gogh Museum, Naifeh and Smith 
draw on van Gogh’s letters as well as on unpublished cor-
respondence from his family and associates.

Saturday, November 5, 1 p.m.
Colson Whitehead
Zone One 
(Doubleday, ($25.95)
From The Intuitionist to Apex Hides the Hurt to Sag Harbor, 
Whitehead’s fiction has been fresh, smart, and funny. In his new 
novel this dexterous writer paints a picture of post-apocalyptic 
America. Still reeling from plague, with a provisional govern-
ment set up in Buffalo, survivors work to clear out the last of the 
catatonic “stragglers” who stand in the way of a new civilization.

Saturday, November 5, 6 p.m.
Charles Bracelen Flood
Grant’s Final Victory 
(Da Capo, $27.50)
Grant’s Memoirs were an instant bestseller in 1885, 

and are still valued for their literary and historic merit. Gravely 
ill when he wrote, Grant died just four days after completing 
the manuscript. Flood’s moving account of Grant’s last years is 
as illuminating about the man and his era as were his previous 
studies, Lee and Grant and Sherman. 

Sunday, November 6, 1 p.m.
Washington Writers’  
Publishing House Prize Winners 
Washington Writers’ Publishing House is a non-profit organization that 
has published over 50 volumes of poetry since 1973 and nearly a dozen 

volumes of fiction. The press sponsors an annual competition for writers living in 
the Washington-Baltimore area. P&P is proud to host a reading by the 2011 win-
ners in fiction and poetry.

2011 Fiction Prize
Melanie S. Hatter  
The Color Of My Soul 
(WWPH, $16.95)
A journalist and graduate of the Johns Hopkins MFA program, 
Hatter explores the elusiveness of the past in a novel that juxtaposes 
an Indian tribe’s efforts to reclaim ancestral lands with a young 
woman’s startling discovery about her own family history.   

2011 Poetry Prize
Dan Gustein  
Bloodcoal & Honey 
(WWPH, $16 )
Gustein, who teaches in George Washington University’s 
writing program, focuses on themes of murder, love, and 
illness; his poems have a noirish aura and often employ startling 
language. 

Sunday, November 6, 5 p.m.
DC Reads Event 
Moderated by Kurt Schmoke
The Other Wes Moore 
(Spiegel & Grau, $15)

P&P is proud to sponsor DC Reads, a D.C. Public Library 
literacy program that promotes reading for pleasure by facilitat-
ing city-wide celebrations focusing on one book. We invite 
you to join this public discussion of The Other Wes Moore, the 
true story of two kids with the same name living in the same 
decaying city. One, after a difficult youth, became a Rhodes Scholar, decorated 
combat veteran, White House Fellow, and business leader. The other is serving a 
life sentence for murder. Kurt Schmoke, Dean of Howard Law School and former 
Mayor of Baltimore, will moderate the discussion; the mother of the author Wes 
Moore and the sister of the “other” Wes Moore will be our special guests.

Monday, November 7, 7 p.m. 
Erin Morgenstern
The Night Circus  
(Doubleday, $26.95)
In her debut novel, this multimedia artist uses her love of fairy 
tales to create a magical world. Celia and Marco, both perform-
ers, have been cast into a life-long contest that only one of them 
will survive. Their arena is the Le Cirque de Rêves, and as they 
get older their conjuring becomes ever more sophisticated and 

dazzling—as does the prose of this transporting fiction.

Monday, November 7, 7 p.m.
Sixth & I Synagogue
The Honorable John Paul Stevens
Five Chiefs  
(Little Brown, $24.99) 

John Paul Stevens knew the Supreme Court under five Chief 
Justices:  he clerked for Vinson; practiced before Warren; was a 
circuit judge and junior justice for Berger; and was a colleague 
of Rehnquist and current Chief Justice Roberts.  His tenure 
on the High Court from 1975 to 2010 was the third longest 
in history.  That unparalleled experience informs his remarkable memoir. Justice 
Stevens will be in-conversation with Judge David S. Tatel. 
This event will take place at the Sixth & I Synagogue and is ticketed.  Contact P&P 
for details.

Tuesday, November 8, 7 p.m.
Chad Harbach
The Art Of Fielding  
(Little, Brown, $25.99)
This first fiction by the n+1 editor is the most talked-
about novel of the fall season. Big, intelligent, and warm-heart-
ed, the story centers on the members of the Westish College 
baseball squad, a Division 3 team emanating from the “crook 
of the thumb of the baseball glove that is Wisconsin.”  Funny 
and true, Harbach’s work shows he knows relationships as well 

as he knows baseball, and that’s plenty.

Wednesday, November 9, 7 p.m.
Sixth & I Synagogue
Umberto Eco
The Prague Cemetery 
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, $27)  

Eco’s historical novel dramatizes some of the most shocking ideas 
and events of nineteenth-century Europe. His protagonist, a 
montage of actual figures, is the man behind The Protocols of the 
Elders of Zion and numerous conspiracies of a like nature. The 
challenge Eco set himself here was to invent a character who’s “the most cynical 
and disagreeable in all the history of literature.” Eco will be in conversation with 
the novelist Keith Donohue.
This event will take place at the Sixth & I Synagogue and is ticketed.  Contact P&P 
for details.
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Tuesday, November 1, 10:30 a.m.
Adam Gidwitz
A Tale Dark and Grimm 
(Puffin, $6.99)
Gidwitz’s version of Hansel and Gretel is as funny as it 

is frightening. Returning to the roots of the genre, this first-time 
author embraces the darker side of human behavior, and does it 
with riveting storytelling. Ages 10-12.

Thursday, November 3, 10:30 a.m.
Louise Borden
Big Brothers Don’t Take Naps  
(McElderry, $16.99)
Nicholas admires his older brother James, who rides the 
school bus, writes his name, and teaches Nicholas how to count. One 
thing James doesn’t do is take naps. When the brothers share a secret, it 

looks like Nicholas, too, will soon put naps behind him. Ages 4-8. 

Sunday, November 13, 4:30 p.m.
Father-Son Tailgate Party
This is a ticketed event; please contact the store for information.
Fred Bowen
Quarterback Season  
(Peachtree, $5.95)

Matt expects to be the starting quarterback for his team, but finds a rival 
in a talented newcomer. Meanwhile, Matt has to keep a journal for his 
English class, but has nothing to write about—except football. As his 
writing develops, he tells a story more complicated than he’d imagined. 
Ages 8-10.

Katy Kelly
Melonhead and the Undercover Operation 
(Delacorte, $12.99)
Adam Melonhead and Sam Alswang join the FBI for the 
summer as Junior Special Agents, outfitted with FBI t-shirts and official 
FBI badges. Spotting criminals is tough work, but they’ve already got 
that lady down the street under surveillance. Ages 8-10.

Wednesday, November 16, 10:30 a.m.
Tom Angleberger
Darth Paper Strikes Back  
(Amulet, $12.95)
In the sequel to The Strange Case of Origami Yoda!, Harvey 
makes Darth Paper and gets Dwight suspended for being a troublemak-
er. Origami Yoda enlists Tommy and Kellen to clear Dwight’s name; the 
book constitutes the file of evidence that will prove Dwight is an asset 
to Ralph McQuarrie Middle School. Ages 8-11.

Wednesday, November 16, 3 p.m.* 
Jeff Kinney
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Cabin Fever  
(Amulet, $13.95)
Tickets required for signing line; please contact the store for details.

In the sixth installment of the Diary, Greg is in trouble for damaging 
school property. He’s innocent this time—sort of. He gets a reprieve 
when a blizzard closes school, but he knows that when the storm is 
over, he’ll have to face the authorities. Ages 9-12.
* Join us at 3:00 when we start our own blizzard with a snow-making truck; Jeff 
Kinney will speak at 4:00.

Friday, November 18, 4 p.m.
Sue Macy
Wheels of Change  
(National Geographic, $18.95)
Can you imagine riding a bike sidesaddle? With the rise of bicy-
cles as a mode of transportation, women gained a measure of independence, 
but it took the creation of bloomers to change attitudes about appropriate 
attire and start an empowering fashion revolution.  Ages 9-11

Monday, November 28, 10:30 a.m.
Marie Rutkoski
The Jewel of the Kalderash: The Kronos Chronicle 
Book III  
(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $16.99)

In the concluding volume of the Kronos Trilogy, Petra Kronos, Tomik, 
and Neel go to Romany, ready to deliver the Terrestrial and Celestial 
Globes and save Petra’s father. But there’s a surprise awaiting them, 
and it unleashes an epic power struggle. Ages 12-14.

Thursday, December 8, 5 p.m.
Bethesda Library
Cassandra Clare
Clockwork Prince  
(McElderry, $19.99)
Tessa is a Shadowhunter, seeking out demons disguised as normal 
people. In this second installment of The Infernal Devices series, the 
Shadowhunters are imperiled by Mortmain. When Tessa, Will, and 
Jem try to discover the facts about Mortmain’s past, they also find 
unsettling secrets about Tessa. Ages 14 and up.

Michelle Hodkin
The Unbecoming of Mara Dyer  
(Simon & Schuster, $16.99)
When Mara Dyer wakes up, she’s in a hospital. At first she has no 
memory of the accident or of the fact that it killed her friends. As she 
slowly remembers what happened, she’s horrified. Hodkin’s first novel 
is an emotional, realistic tale of a young girl coming out of a coma. 
Ages 14 and up.
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